RC-singular points have been studied by analysts under the name of "nongeneric points" (see for example the papers of Wells in the Bibliography). We now specialize to the case where N -C", the complex Euclidean space of dimension n. Let R, ,, I = 2n -k, be the Grassmannian of oriented ¿-planes (through the origin) in R + = C". Let K. , denote the subset of R, , consisting of the ¿-planes containing a complex subspace of dimension k -n + 1 in C".
Then if /: M -► R, . is the Gauss map corresponding to an immersion t: M -» C", the set of RC-singular points of the immersion is just t~ (K, ,). We now show that K, , is an immersed submanifold of R, ,.
Let C. , 2 -k-l ke the Grassmannian of complex (k -n + l)-planes (through the origin) in C". Over it is a canonical complex (2n -k -l)-plane bundle whose fibre over a point X is the complex subspace of C" normal to the complex plane X, relative to a fixed complex Euclidean metric in C". The group of this bundle, U{2n -k -1), as a subgroup of S0(4n -2k -2), acts (nontransitively) on R2 _k_2 2 -k on c^e ^e^c' anc^ so triere is an associated bundle with fibre R, . , , ,. Let G, , , , ,(C, ,. , . ,) be its total
There is a natural map : G2n-k-7,2n-kS k-n + 1, 2n-k-V ~* k,2n-k which sends a point X in the fibre over X e C, , _, , , into the oriented k-n + 1, ¿n -k-i ¿ -plane in R " = C" spanned by X and the (2n -k -2)-plane defining X. It is easily seen that \jj is an immersion whose image is K, 2 _,. From this we also know that dim Kk 2n__k = (2« -k -2) {In -k) + 2{k -n + l) (2w -k -l) = ¿(2« -k) -2(¿ -n + 1). To obtain a cell decomposition of R, ,, we fix an orthonormal basis ex, ■ ■ ■ , e, , of R + , with coordinates x. (i = 1, ■ ■ ■ , k + I), and consider the set of all functions a>: jl,
Such a function is called a Schubert symbol.
Let Rm be the subspace of R spanned by e., ■ ■ ■ , e , for 1 <^ m < k + I.
Then the set (/ of oriented ¿-planes X of R such that CO * dim(X nR*'*'')) i for i= 1, ...,*. We will make one abbreviation in writing <u~ instead of U~ when a> is given in an explicit form, thus, (bl ■ ■ ■ b,)~. Also, if any number of zeros occur in the Schubert symbol, we will just omit them and write, for example,
instead of (0 • • • /). This cell is oriented by its complex structure. Each cell is an integral cycle.
We will use co to denote the closure of o)f ; thus a> is the set of all complex ¿-planes X in Ck+l such that dim (X nr(í,+')> i for i ml, ...,.*. c H omology and cohomology classes are denoted by brackets and braces as in the real case, for example,
There is a natural oriented ¿-plane bundle over R, , which is (/-l)
universal, that is, any real oriented ¿-plane bundle over a CW-complex K of dimension < / -1 is induced by a map V. K -» R, , which is unique up to y . = X-, , for / = 1, ■ ■ • , 2/72 + 1, 'j -~2m+3-,
2m +2
Note that [x.) and (y.) have the same orientation. 
Proposition 4.4. In HHR-, ,), i(2),r = i(2 )} for 1 < r < 2m.
Proof. From Lemma 4.3, it follows in particular that i(2 )i is dual to It is known that the cohomology ring of R, 2 is generated by ÎÎ and a class v e H m such that fi + Úm = 2v, and that a basis of the cohomology groups is
given by iQr, v U firj, r = 0, 1, ■ ■ ■ , m (for example, see [7] ). We are now going to identify these generators in terms of Schubert cocycles. (respectively 1 <^ r < m). Their dimensions are 2m -1 and 2m + 1 respectively.
We also put b_x = bm = cQ = c } =0. Then, using formula (3-1), we get da+ = (-l)r + lb+ -b'+(-l)rb+ , -b~ "and r r r r-I r-l da~ = -b+ + (-l)r + 1b~ -b+r , + (-l)rb~ 0<r<m. 
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Now the dimension theorem for vector spaces yields dim(xr nR2m"r+1n R|m-r+1) + dim(XrnR2m-r+1 +. Xr n R|m-'+I) (4.5) =dim(Xrn R2m-r+1) + dim(Xrn R|m"r+I).
Note that R2«-^1 + R|m-r+I . R2m+2 for r < m. Therefore (4.3), (4.4) and Remark.
In the case where the Gaussian curvature is nowhere zero, Theorem -> H*(Gka(Cn q)) such that 6>(Or) = 6(Q,Y for 0 < r < n -1, 6(k) = DKQ, and £0*ö= identity, for any inclusion iQ of R, as a fibre in G, AC ).
Proof. We have the following maps:
Gk. 2(C72,") -► Rk, 2?+2 and i06(k) = iQDKn = k, as is easily seen. Now we define 8{k U HO = 6{k) U Ö(n0 for 0 < r < n -1.
By Theorem 4.8 this defines 6 on f/AR, 2), and since tQ commutes with cup products, we also have in 6 = identity. and homology classes of higher dimensions which we are not interested in.
Therefore, For the case k -n + I, we have a bundle G. _. i_ ?(^2 fe-3^ -* ^2 fe-3 with fibre R, . , , and a natural immersion The first part of Corollary 6.7 has been proved by Wells [15] . Theorem 6.6 therefore generalizes Wells's result.
We now show how the Euler class of M is carried by the set of RC-singular points. Let ¿ be even and n <^ k <2n -2. For convenience, let p = 2t2 -¿ -2 and q = k -72 + 1. Then, as before, we have a bundle G" .. -,(C ., ,) over However, it can be shown that the RC-ring contains all the Pontrjagin classes Pr with 2(k -n + 1) < At < k.
In the special case of ¿ = « + 2 >_ 8, it can be shown that the 8-dimensional component is generated by P, , and that P2 does not occur in the RC-ring.
Higher dimensional components become more and more involved. We can find the intersections of K^\ with these cycles and verify that
